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ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION INSTRUMENT AND 
PERCUSSION TONE CONTROL PROGRAM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to an electronic per 
cussion instrument and a percussion tone control program, 
and more particularly to an electronic percussion instrument 
and a percussion tone control program that optimiZe gen 
eration of percussion tones for roll performance. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] Conventionally, there have been proposed various 
techniques for optimally dressing musical tones electroni 
cally produced by an electronic percussion instrument, or 
more speci?cally, various techniques for approximating 
percussion tones electronically produced by an electronic 
percussion instrument to percussion tones acoustically pro 
duced by a natural percussion instrument. 

[0005] Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication (Kokai) 
No. HOS-80754 discloses an electronic percussion instru 
ment Which is capable of automatically applying sound 
effects to enhance a performer’s expressive poWer. Accord 
ing to the publication, When it is detected that tone genera 
tion instruction information responsive to percussion 
applied to a drum pad has been consecutively given Within 
a predetermined time period, the electronic percussion 
instrument adds a predetermined sounding effect, such as 
pan, to a musical tone signal generated in response to the 
tone generation instruction information. 

[0006] Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication (Kokai) 
No. HOS-100680 discloses a technique for optimiZing gen 
eration of musical tones (percussion tones) during repeated 
beating performance by an electronic percussion instrument. 
The electronic percussion instrument described in the pub 
lication stores a pair of Waveform data for normal perfor 
mance and Waveform data for repeated beating performance, 
on a pad-by-pad basis. When a beat is applied to one pad, a 
time interval betWeen the beat and an immediately preceding 
beat applied to the pad is detected, and if the detected time 
interval is shorter than a predetermined value, a musical tone 
signal indicative of the associated percussion tone is gener 
ated using the Waveform data for repeated beating perfor 
mance. More speci?cally, the electronic percussion instru 
ment stores tWo types of Waveform data as a pair on a 
pad-by-pad basis, and When percussion is applied to one pad 
Within a predetermined time period, Waveform data used for 
producing a musical tone signal for each beat is sWitched 
betWeen one beat and the folloWing beat, as deemed appro 
priate. 
[0007] Performance methods realiZed by repeatedly beat 
ing a percussion instrument include ?am performance and 
roll performance. In ?am performance, a single beat by each 
of left and right sticks is applied With a short stroke, Whereas 
in roll performance, a plurality of short-stroke beats by each 
of the left and right sticks are consecutively applied over a 
certain time period. When a natural percussion instrument is 
played according to these tWo performance methods, a clear 
difference in tone color appears betWeen the percussion 
tones produced by the respective performance methods. 
Therefore, to approximate a percussion tone electronically 
produced by an electronic percussion instrument to a per 
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cussion tone acoustically produced by a natural percussion 
instrument, it is desirable that roll performance and ?am 
performance should be accurately distinguished from each 
other such that a speci?c musical tone signal can be gener 
ated by each of the performance methods. 

[0008] HoWever, in the technique described in Japanese 
Laid-Open Patent Publication (Kokai) No. HOS-100680, one 
of the tWo types of Waveform data is selectively used only 
based on Whether or not a time interval betWeen tWo 

consecutive beats is shorter than a predetermined value, and 
hence it is impossible to distinguish roll performance from 
?am performance for Which Waveform data different from 
that used for roll performance should preferably be used. 

[0009] Further, in the conventional electronic percussion 
instrument in Which sWitching of Waveform data is per 
formed only based on Whether a time interval from an 
immediately preceding beat is Within a predetermined value, 
When application of a beat Within the predetermined time 
interval from an immediately preceding beat occurs a plu 
rality of consecutive times, musical tone signals in a number 
corresponding to that of the succeeding beats are simply 
generated based on the same Waveform data, Which can give 
an impression that the performance is monotonous. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0010] It is a ?rst object of the present invention to provide 
an electronic percussion instrument and a percussion tone 
control program Which are capable of accurately discrimi 
nating roll performance to thereby electronically produce 
percussion tones closer to tones produced by a natural 
percussion instrument. 

[0011] It is a second object of the present invention to 
provide an electronic percussion instrument and a percus 
sion tone control program Which are capable of avoiding 
monotony that occurs during roll performance, to thereby 
electronically produce percussion tones closer to tones pro 
duced by a natural percussion instrument. 

[0012] To attain the above ?rst object, in a ?rst aspect of 
the present invention, there is provided an electronic per 
cussion instrument comprising a Waveform data storage 
device that stores Waveform data of percussion tones to be 
output for roll performance and Waveform data of percus 
sion tones to be output for non-roll performance, a perfor 
mance operator that has a percussion surface, a percussion 
pattern-detecting device that detects a pattern of percussion 
applied to the percussion surface of the performance opera 
tor, and outputs a value of a parameter indicative of the 
detected pattern of percussion, a parameter storage device 
that stores values of the parameter, a storage control device 
that causes values of the parameter output from the percus 
sion pattern-detecting device to be sequentially stored in the 
parameter storage device in an order of output, a Waveform 
data-determining device that is operable When a neW value 
of the parameter is stored in the parameter storage device, to 
determine one of the tWo Waveform data stored in the 
Waveform data storage device according to at least tWo 
values of the parameter stored before the neW value of the 
parameter Was stored and the neW value of the parameter, 
and a musical tone signal output device that reads out the 
determined Waveform data from the Waveform data storage 
device, and outputs a musical tone signal generated based on 
the read-out Waveform data. 
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[0013] With the con?guration of the electronic percussion 
instrument according to the ?rst aspect of the present 
invention, a pattern of percussion applied to a percussion 
surface is detected, and values of a parameter indicative of 
the detected percussion pattern are sequentially stored. Dur 
ing this operation, Whenever a neW beat is applied, a 
plurality of values of the parameter stored before the appli 
cation of the beat are referred to so as to determine Whether 
or not roll performance is being eXecuted. This method 
makes it possible to discriminate betWeen roll performance 
and ?am performance With high accuracy. 

[0014] Preferably, the detected pattern of percussion is a 
beat-to-beat time interval, a degree of beat intensity, a 
displacement amount of a beat position on the percussion 
surface, or a combination of at least tWo thereof. 

[0015] Preferably, the percussion pattern-detecting device 
is operable When a beat is applied to the percussion surface, 
to detect a time interval betWeen the beat and an immedi 
ately preceding beat as the pattern of percussion, and output 
a value of a parameter indicative of the detected time 
interval as the value of the parameter, and the Waveform 
data-determining device is operable When a time interval 
indicated by a neW value of the parameter stored in the 
parameter storage device and time intervals indicated by at 
least tWo values of the parameter stored before the neW value 
of the parameter Was stored are all shorter than a predeter 
mined value, to determine the Waveform data of percussion 
tones to be output for roll performance, from the tWo 
Waveform data stored in the Waveform data storage device. 

[0016] More preferably, the percussion pattern-detecting 
device detects beat intensity of the beat applied to the 
percussion surface and the time interval, and outputs values 
of respective parameters indicative of the detected beat 
intensity and the detected time interval, and the Waveform 
data-determining device is operable When the time interval 
indicated by the neW value of the parameter indicative 
thereof stored in the parameter storage device and the time 
intervals indicated by the at least tWo values of the parameter 
indicative thereof stored before the neW value of the param 
eter indicative thereof Was stored are all shorter than the 
predetermined value, and a degree of beat intensity indicated 
by a neW value of the parameter indicative thereof is smaller 
than a predetermined value, to determine the Waveform data 
of percussion tones to be output for roll performance. 

[0017] Preferably, the percussion pattern-detecting device 
is operable When a beat is applied to the percussion surface, 
to detect a time interval betWeen the beat and an immedi 
ately preceding beat as the pattern of percussion, and output 
a value of a parameter indicative of the detected time 
interval as the value of the parameter, and the Waveform 
data-determining device is operable When an average value 
of the time interval indicated by a neW value of the param 
eter indicative thereof stored in the parameter storage device 
and time intervals indicated by at least tWo values of the 
parameter indicative thereof stored before the neW value of 
the parameter indicative thereof Was stored is smaller than a 
predetermined value, to determine the Waveform data of 
percussion tones to be output for roll performance, from the 
tWo Waveform data stored in the Waveform data storage 
device. 

[0018] More preferably, the percussion pattern-detecting 
device detects beat intensity of the beat applied to the 
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percussion surface and the time interval, and outputs values 
of respective parameters indicative of the detected beat 
intensity and the detected time interval, and the Waveform 
data-determining device is operable When the average value 
of the time interval indicated by the neW value of the 
parameter indicative thereof stored in the parameter storage 
device and the time intervals indicated by the at least tWo 
values of the parameter indicative thereof stored before the 
neW value of the parameter Was stored is smaller than the 
predetermined value and a degree of beat intensity indicated 
by a neW value of the parameter indicative thereof is smaller 
than a predetermined value, to determine the Waveform data 
of percussion tones to be output for roll performance. 

[0019] Preferably, the percussion pattern-detecting device 
is operable When a beat is applied to the percussion surface, 
to detect beat intensity of the beat as the pattern of percus 
sion, and output a value of a parameter indicative of the 
detected beat intensity as the value of the parameter, and the 
Waveform data-determining device is operable When a 
degree of beat intensity indicated by a neW value of the 
parameter indicative thereof stored in the parameter storage 
device and degrees of beat intensity indicated by the at least 
tWo values of the parameter indicative thereof stored before 
the neW value of the parameter indicative thereof Was stored 
are all smaller than a predetermined value, to determine the 
Waveform data of percussion tones to be output for roll 
performance, from the tWo Waveform data stored in the 
Waveform data storage device. 

[0020] Preferably, the percussion pattern-detecting device 
is operable When a beat is applied to the percussion surface, 
to detect appositional displacement amount betWeen a posi 
tion Where the beat Was applied and a position Where an 
immediately preceding beat Was applied, as the pattern of 
percussion, and output a parameter indicative of the detected 
positional displacement amount, and the Waveform data 
determining device is operable When a positional displace 
ment amount indicated by a neW value of the parameter 
indicative thereof stored in the parameter storage device and 
positional displacement amounts indicated by at least tWo 
values of the parameter indicative thereof stored before the 
neW value of the parameter indicative thereof Was stored are 
all smaller than a predetermined value, to determine the 
Waveform data of percussion tones to be output for roll 
performance, from the tWo Waveform data stored in the 
Waveform data storage device. 

[0021] To attain the above second object, in a second 
aspect of the present invention, there is provided an elec 
tronic percussion instrument comprising a storage device 
that stores a plurality of Waveform data obtained by applying 
percussion to a percussion instrument, and stores a plurality 
of Waveform data analogous to each other in association 
With beats determined as equal to each other, a performance 
operator that has a percussion surface, a detecting device 
that detects a beat applied to the percussion surface of the 
performance operator, and outputs a beat detection signal 
indicative of the detected beat, a determining device that 
determines a pattern of percussion based on the beat detec 
tion signal, a Waveform reading device that reads out Wave 
form data associated With the pattern determined by the 
determining device, from the storage device, the Waveform 
reading device being operable When percussion of a certain 
pattern is detected, to read out Waveform data selected in 
accordance With a predetermined algorithm from a plurality 
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of Waveform data associated With beats equal to each other, 
corresponding to the detected pattern, a musical tone-gen 
erating device that generates a musical tone signal based on 
the read-out Waveform data, and outputs the generated 
musical tone signal, and a sWitching control device that 
sWitches Waveform data to be read out by the Waveform 
reading device Whenever the beat detection signal is output. 

[0022] With the con?guration of the electronic percussion 
instrument according to the second aspect of the present 
invention, in the case Where a series of beat detection signals 
indicative of beats determined as equal to each other in 
percussion of a certain pattern are consecutively input, the 
musical tone signal for the percussion tones is generated 
While sWitching a plurality of Waveform data analogous to 
each other. Therefore, even When beats equal in the input 
pattern are consecutively applied With short strokes, it is 
possible to avoid repeated output of quite the same musical 
tone signal, so that it is possible to sound percussion tones 
giving no impression of monotony. 

[0023] Preferably, the detected pattern of percussion is 
beat intensity, a beat-to-beat time interval, a beat position on 
the percussion surface, a time period of contact With the 
percussion surface, or a combination of at least tWo thereof. 

[0024] More preferably, the sWitching control device gen 
erates a random number in accordance With a predetermined 
random number generation algorithm, and sWitches the 
Waveform data to be read out by the Waveform reading 
device, according to the generated random number. 

[0025] To attain the above ?rst object, in a third aspect of 
the present invention, there is provided a program readable 
by a computer including a Waveform data storage device that 
stores Waveform data of percussion tones to be output for 
roll performance and Waveform data of percussion tones to 
be output for non-roll performance, an input device that 
inputs a parameter indicative of a pattern of percussion 
applied to a percussion instrument, a parameter storage 
device that stores values of the parameter, and an output 
device that outputs a musical tone signal, comprising a 
storage control module for causing values of the parameter 
input via the input device to be sequentially stored in the 
parameter storage device in an order of input, a Waveform 
data-determining module that is operable When a neW value 
of the parameter is stored in the parameter storage device, to 
determine one of the tWo Waveform data stored in the 
Waveform data storage device according to at least tWo 
values of the parameter stored before the neW value of the 
parameter Was stored and the neW value of the parameter, 
and an output module for reading out the determined Wave 
form data from the Waveform data storage device, and 
outputting a musical tone signal generated based on the 
read-out Waveform data. 

[0026] With the con?guration of the percussion tone con 
trol program according to the third aspect of the present 
invention, it is possible to obtain the same advantageous 
effects as provided by the percussion tone control apparatus 
according to the ?rst aspect of the invention. 

[0027] To attain the above second object, in a fourth aspect 
of the present invention, there is provided a program read 
able by a computer including a storage device that stores a 
plurality of Waveform data obtained by applying percussion 
to a percussion instrument, and stores a plurality of Wave 
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form data analogous to each other in association With beats 
determined as equal to each other, an input device that inputs 
a beat detection signal indicative of a beat applied to a 
percussion instrument, and an output device that outputs a 
musical tone signal, comprising a determining module for 
determining a pattern of percussion based on the beat 
detection signal input via the input device, a Waveform 
reading module for reading out Waveform data associated 
With the pattern determined by the determining module, 
from the storage device, the Waveform reading module 
being operable When percussion of a certain pattern is 
detected, to read out Waveform data selected in accordance 
With a predetermined algorithm from a plurality of Wave 
form data associated With beats equal to each other, corre 
sponding to the detected pattern, a musical tone-generating 
module for generating the musical tone signal based on the 
read-out Waveform data, and outputs the generated musical 
tone signal via the output device, and a sWitching control 
module for sWitching Waveform data to be read out by the 
Waveform reading device Whenever the beat detection signal 
is output. 

[0028] With the con?guration of the percussion tone con 
trol program according to the fourth aspect of the present 
invention, it is possible to obtain the same advantageous 
effects as provided by the percussion tone control apparatus 
according to the second aspect of the invention. 

[0029] The above and other objects, features, and advan 
tages of the invention Will become more apparent from the 
folloWing detailed description taken in conjunction With the 
accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0030] FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing the hardWare 
con?guration of an electronic percussion instrument accord 
ing to a ?rst embodiment of the present invention; 

[0031] FIG. 2 is a vieW shoWing the structure of a drum 
pad appearing in FIG. 1; 

[0032] FIG. 3 is a ?oWchart shoWing the operation of the 
electronic percussion instrument in FIG. 1; 

[0033] FIG. 4 is a ?oWchart shoWing the operation of an 
electronic percussion instrument according to a second 
embodiment of the present invention; 

[0034] FIG. 5 is a ?oWchart shoWing the operation of an 
electronic percussion instrument according to a third 
embodiment of the present invention; 

[0035] FIG. 6 is a ?oWchart shoWing the operation of an 
electronic percussion instrument according to a fourth 
embodiment; 
[0036] FIG. 7 is a ?oWchart shoWing the operation of an 
electronic percussion instrument according to a ?fth 
embodiment of the present invention; and 

[0037] FIG. 8 is a ?oWchart shoWing the operation of an 
electronic percussion instrument according to a siXth 
embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0038] The present invention Will noW be described in 
detail beloW With reference to the draWings shoWing pre 
ferred embodiments thereof. 
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[0039] First, a description Will be given of an electronic 
percussion instrument according to a ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention. 

[0040] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the hardWare 
con?guration of the electronic percussion instrument 
according to the ?rst embodiment. 

[0041] As shoWn in FIG. 1, the electronic percussion 
instrument is comprised of a drum pad 1, an analog-to 
digital (hereinafter referred to as “A/D”) conversion section 
2, a program memory 3, a Work memory 4, a CPU 5, a 
Waveform memory 6, a tone generation controller 7, and an 
audio output section 8. 

[0042] The drum pad 1 functions as a performance opera 
tor, and as shoWn in FIG. 2, has a rubber percussion surface 
part 10 provided on an upper surface of a metal base part 9, 
and a vibration sensor 11 provided on a loWer surface of the 
same. When a beat is applied to the percussion surface part 
10 by a beating member 12, such as a stick, vibration caused 
by the beat is transmitted to the vibration sensor 11 via the 
base part 9, and an analog vibration detection signal having 
a level corresponding to the intensity of the beat applied to 
the percussion surface part 10 is output from the vibration 
sensor 11. 

[0043] The vibration detection signal output from the 
vibration sensor 11 of the drum pad 1 is converted into 
digital data by the A/D conversion section 2, and the digital 
data is supplied to the CPU 5. 

[0044] The Waveform memory 6 stores tWo types of 
Waveform data different in frequency characteristics. One of 
the Waveform data is provided for roll performance, and the 
other for non-roll performance. The tWo Waveform data are 
associated, respectively, With Waveform codes for identify 
ing the respective Waveform data. 

[0045] The program memory 3 stores in advance a speci?c 
program for causing the CPU 5 to carry out operations 
characteristic of the electronic percussion instrument 
according to the ?rst embodiment. The CPU 5 eXecutes the 
program stored in the program memory 3 by using the Work 
memory 4, Whereby tWo functional modules, i.e. a percus 
sion pattern-detecting section and a Waveform data-deter 
mining section are logically realiZed. 

[0046] NoW, a description Will be given of the roles of the 
tWo functional modules. First, the percussion pattern-detect 
ing section detects from the vibration detection signal a 
beat-to-beat time interval as one of factors characteriZing the 
pattern of percussion applied to the drum pad 1, and outputs 
a value of a parameter Tdiff indicative of the detected 
beat-to-beat time interval. 

[0047] The detection of the beat-to-beat time interval is 
performed as folloWs: When the vibration detection signal is 
supplied from the drum pad 1, ?rst, the percussion pattern 
detecting section generates timing data indicative of timing 
in Which the signal Was supplied. The Work memory 4 has 
a timing data storage area allocated for temporarily storing 
timing data, and the generated timing data is stored in the 
timing data storage area until neW timing data is generated. 
When neW timing data is generated, the percussion pattern 
detecting section obtains the difference betWeen the neW 
timing data and the timing data stored in the timing data 
storage area, to thereby detect the beat-to-beat time interval. 
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Then, after outputting the value of the parameter Tdiff 
indicative of the detected beat-to-beat time interval, the 
percussion pattern-detecting section replaces the timing data 
stored in the timing data storage area With the neW timing 
data. 

[0048] The Work memory 4 also has a buffer area allocated 
for storing values of the parameter Tdiff, and values of the 
parameter Tdiff output from the percussion pattern-detecting 
section are sequentially stored in the buffer area. When a 
neW value of the parameter Tdiff is stored in the buffer area, 
the Waveform data-determining section determines Wave 
form data to be read from the Waveform memory 6, based on 
the neW value of the parameter Tdiff and a plurality of values 
of the parameter Tdiff stored in the buffer area before the 
neW parameter Tdiff value Was stored. Then, the Waveform 
data-determining section outputs the Waveform code asso 
ciated With the determined Waveform data to the tone 
generation controller 7, together With velocity data gener 
ated based on the vibration detection signal and pad-on data 
for instructing the tone generation controller 7 to generate a 
musical tone corresponding to the beat applied to the drum 
pad 1. 

[0049] When a set of the Waveform code, the velocity 
data, and the pad-on data is supplied from the Waveform 
data-determining section, the tone generation controller 7 
reads out the Waveform data associated With the Waveform 
code from the Waveform memory 6. Then, the tone genera 
tion controller 7 adds envelope Waveform data correspond 
ing to the velocity data to the read-out Waveform data, to 
thereby generate a musical tone signal. The audio output 
section 8 outputs a musical tone synthesiZed based on this 
musical tone signal. 

[0050] FIG. 3 is a ?oWchart shoWing the operation of the 
electronic percussion instrument in FIG. 1. 

[0051] In FIG. 3, a suffix attached to the parameter 
Tdiff is a variable representing a value of the parameter Tdiff 
indicative of the beat-to-beat time interval, and the suf?X 
value i corresponds to a position of each parameter Tdiff 
value in the chronological sequence of the stored values. For 
eXample, a value of the parameter Tdiff (hereinafter referred 
to as “parameter Tdiff value”) obtained from a value of the 
vibration detection signal associated With the neWest beat is 
represented by Tdiff(0), and a parameter Tdiff value 
obtained from a value of the vibration detection signal 
associated With the immediately preceding beat by Tdiff(1). 
In the present ?oWchart, a constant n represents a predeter 
mined number of times of reference to the parameter Tdiff. 
The constant n has to be a positive integer not less than 3. 

[0052] In a step S100 in FIG. 3, ?rst, the neW parameter 
value Tdiff(0) is acquired from the percussion pattern 
detecting section. In the neXt step S110, the Waveform. 
data-determining section determines parameter values 
Tdiff(1) to Tdiff(n—1) to be referred to. Then, the process 
proceeds to a step S120, Wherein the parameter value 
Tdiff(0) is stored in the buffer area. 

[0053] In a step S130, “0” is input to the variable i. In the 
neXt step S140, it is determined Whether or not a numerical 
value input to the variable i is smaller than the constant n. 

[0054] If the ansWer to the question of the step S140 is 
af?rmative (YES), the process proceeds to a step S150, 
Wherein it is determined Whether or not a beat-to-beat time 
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interval represented by the parameter Tdiff(i) is shorter than 
a predetermined time interval Tthr preset as a threshold 
value. If the ansWer to the question of the step S150 is 
af?rmative (YES), the process proceeds to a step S160. In 
the step S160, the value of the variable i is incremented by 
1, folloWed by the process returning to the step S140. On the 
other hand, if the ansWer to the question of the step S150 is 
negative (NO), the process proceeds to a step S170, Wherein 
processing for non-roll performance is executed. More spe 
ci?cally, the Waveform code associated With the Waveform 
data for non-roll performance is output together With veloc 
ity data and pad-on data. Then, in a step S180, the Waveform 
data for non-roll performance is read out from the Waveform 
memory 6, and a musical tone signal is generated based on 
the Waveform data. 

[0055] If the ansWer to the question of the step S140 is 
negative (NO), the process proceeds to a step S190, Wherein 
processing for roll performance is executed. More speci? 
cally, the Waveform code associated With the Waveform data 
for roll performance is output together With velocity data 
and pad-on data. Then, in a step S200, the Waveform data for 
roll performance is read out from the Waveform memory 6, 
and a musical tone signal is generated based on the Wave 
form data. 

[0056] In the above-described electronic percussion 
instrument according to the ?rst embodiment, parameter 
Tdiff values indicative of beat-to-beat time intervals of 
percussion applied to the drum pad 1 are sequentially stored 
in the buffer area. During this operation, When a beat is 
applied to the drum pad 1, n parameter Tdiff values, ie not 
less than three parameter Tdiff values including a neW 
parameter Tdiff value obtained from the beat are sequen 
tially referred to in reverse chronological order, and only 
When the beat-to-beat time intervals indicated by the respec 
tive parameter Tdiff values referred to are shorter than the 
predetermined time period, the musical tone signal for roll 
performance is generated. Therefore, it is possible to avoid 
an error that ?am performance in Which only a single beat 
by each of left and right sticks or the like is applied With a 
short stroke is determined as roll performance, to thereby 
detect percussion by roll performance With high accuracy. 

[0057] Next, a description Will be given of an electronic 
percussion instrument according to a second embodiment of 
the present invention. 

[0058] As is distinct from the electronic percussion instru 
ment according to the ?rst embodiment in Which Whether or 
not roll performance is being executed is determined by 
referring to each of parameter Tdiff values stored in the 
buffer area, in the electronic percussion instrument accord 
ing to the second embodiment, Whether or not roll perfor 
mance is being executed is determined based on the average 
value of beat-to-beat time intervals indicated by a plurality 
of parameter Tdiff values stored in the buffer area. 

[0059] The electronic percussion instrument according to 
the second embodiment is identical in hardWare con?gura 
tion to the electronic percussion instrument according to the 
?rst embodiment, and therefore duplicate description thereof 
is omitted. 

[0060] FIG. 4 is a ?oWchart shoWing the operation of the 
electronic percussion instrument according to the second 
embodiment. 
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[0061] Also in FIG. 4, the suf?x attached to the 
parameter Tdiff is a variable representing a value of the 
parameter Tdiff indicative of the beat-to-beat time interval, 
and the suf?x value i corresponds to a position of each 
parameter Tdiff value in the chronological sequence of the 
stored values. Further, the constant n represents a predeter 
mined number of times of reference to the parameter Tdiff, 
and has to be a positive integer not less than 3. Taver 
represents the average value of beat-to-beat time intervals 
indicated by n parameter Tdiff values Tdiff. Taver is calcu 
lated using the folloWing equation: 

nil 

Taver : Z Tdiff (k)/n 

[0062] In the procedure shoWn in FIG. 4, the steps S130 
to S160 appearing in FIG. 3 are replaced by steps S131 and 
S151. More speci?cally, When a neW parameter value 
Tdiff(0) is stored in the buffer area in the step S120, the 
process proceeds to the step S131, Wherein the average value 
Taver of beat-to-beat time intervals is calculated using the 
above equation. In the next step S151, it is determined 
Whether or not the beat-to-beat time interval represented by 
the average value Taver is shorter than a predetermined time 
interval Tthr preset as a threshold value. If the ansWer to the 
question of the step S151 is negative (NO), the processing 
for non-roll performance is executed (steps S170 and S180), 
Whereas if the ansWer is af?rmative (YES), the processing 
for roll performance is executed (steps S190 and S200). 

[0063] In the electronic percussion instrument according 
to the second embodiment, the average value of beat-to-beat 
time intervals represented by n parameter Tdiff values, ie 
not less than three parameter Tdiff values is obtained, and 
When the beat-to-beat time interval represented by the 
obtained average value is shorter than the predetermined 
time period, the musical tone signal for roll performance is 
generated. This method also makes it possible to detect 
percussion by roll performance With high accuracy. 

[0064] Next, a description Will be given of an electronic 
percussion instrument according to a third embodiment of 
the present invention. 

[0065] As is distinct from the electronic percussion instru 
ments according to the ?rst and second embodiments in 
Which Whether or not roll performance is being executed is 
determined based on the beat-to-beat time interval as one of 
factors characteriZing the pattern of percussion, in the elec 
tronic percussion instrument according to the third embodi 
ment, Whether or not roll performance is being executed is 
determined based on beat intensity as another factor char 
acteriZing the pattern of percussion. 

[0066] The electronic percussion instrument according to 
the third embodiment is identical in hardWare con?guration 
to the electronic percussion instruments of the ?rst and 
second embodiments. In the electronic percussion instru 
ment according to the third embodiment, When a vibration 
detection signal is supplied from the drum pad 1, the 
percussion pattern-detecting section implemented by the 
CPU 5 detects beat intensity from the vibration detection 
signal and outputs a value of a parameter indicative of the 
detected beat intensity. 
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[0067] FIG. 5 is a ?owchart showing the operation of the 
electronic percussion instrument according to the third 
embodiment. 

[0068] In FIG. 5, Velo represents the parameter indicative 
of the beat intensity, and a suf?x attached to the parameter 
Velo is a variable representing a value of the parameter. 
Velo. The suf?x value i corresponds to a position of each 
parameter Velo value in the chronological sequence of the 
stored values. Further, the constant n represents a predeter 
mined number of times of reference to the parameter Velo, 
and has to be a positive integer not less than 3. 

[0069] Processing executed in steps S200 to S240 in FIG. 
5 is similar to that in the steps S100 to S140 in FIG. 3 except 
that the parameter value used for the processing is a param 
eter value Velo(i). 

[0070] If the ansWer to the question of the step S240 is 
af?rmative (YES), the process proceeds to a step S250, 
Wherein it is determined Whether or not the beat intensity 
indicated by the parameter value Velo(i) is smaller than a 
predetermined value Vthr preset as a threshold value. If the 
ansWer to the question of the step S250 is af?rmative (YES), 
the process proceeds to a step S260, Wherein the value of the 
variable i is incremented by 1, folloWed by the process 
returning to the step S240. 

[0071] On the other hand, if the ansWer to the question of 
the step S250 is negative (NO), the processing for non-roll 
performance is executed (steps S270 and S280). 

[0072] If the ansWer to the question of the step S240 is 
negative (NO), the processing for roll performance is 
executed (steps S290 and S300). 

[0073] In the above-described electronic percussion 
instrument according to the third embodiment, values of the 
parameter Velo indicative of the beat intensity are sequen 
tially stored in the buffer area. During this operation, When 
a beat is applied to the drum pad 1, n parameter Velo values, 
ie not less than three parameter Velo values including a neW 
parameter Velo value obtained from the beat are sequentially 
referred to in reverse chronological order, and only When 
degrees of the beat intensity indicated by the respective 
parameter Velo values referred to are smaller than the 
predetermined value, the musical tone signal for roll per 
formance is generated. This method also makes it possible to 
detect percussion by roll performance With high accuracy. 

[0074] Next, a description Will be given of an electronic 
percussion instrument according to a fourth embodiment of 
the present invention. 

[0075] As is distinct from the electronic percussion instru 
ments according to the ?rst to third embodiments in Which 
Whether or not roll performance is being executed is deter 
mined based on the beat-to-beat time interval or the beat 
intensity as one of factors characteriZing the pattern of 
percussion, in the electronic percussion instrument accord 
ing to the fourth embodiment, Whether or not roll perfor 
mance is being executed is determined based on the amount 
of displacement of a beat position as still another factor 
characteriZing the pattern of percussion. 

[0076] In the electronic percussion instrument according 
to the fourth embodiment, the drum pad 1 is different in 
hardWare con?guration from that of the electronic percus 
sion instruments according to the ?rst to third embodiments. 
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In the electronic percussion instruments according to the 
?rst to third embodiments, the drum pad 1 has the single 
vibration sensor 11 disposed on the loWer surface of the base 
part 9, Whereas in the electronic percussion instrument 
according to the fourth embodiment, a plurality of vibration 
sensors 11 are provided on the loWer surface of the base part 
9 in a manner spaced apart by a predetermined distance. 

[0077] When the beating member 12 applies a beat to the 
percussion surface part 10 of the drum pad 1 constructed as 
above, vibration caused by the beat is transmitted to the 
vibration sensors 11 via the base part 9, and an analog 
vibration detection signal is output from each of the vibra 
tion sensors 11. 

[0078] The vibration detection signals output from the 
respective vibration sensors 11 are each converted into a 
digital signal by the A/D converter section 2, and parallelly 
supplied to the CPU 5. When the vibration detection signals 
are supplied from the respective vibration sensors 11, the 
percussion pattern-detecting section implemented by the 
CPU 5 locates a position on the percussion surface part 10, 
Where the beat Was applied, based on lags in timing in Which 
the signals Were supplied, and generates beat position data 
indicative of the located position. The Work memory 4 has 
a data storage area allocated for temporarily storing beat 
position data, and the generated beat position data is stored 
in the data storage area until neW beat position data is 
generated. 
[0079] When neW beat position data is generated, the 
percussion pattern-detecting section obtains the difference 
betWeen the neW beat position data and the beat position data 
stored in the data storage area, to thereby detect the dis 
placement amount of the beat position. Then, after having 
output a value of the parameter indicative of the detected 
displacement amount, the percussion pattern-detecting sec 
tion replaces the beat position data stored in the data storage 
area With the neW beat position data. The electronic percus 
sion instrument according to the present embodiment is 
similar to the electronic percussion instruments according to 
the ?rst to third embodiments in that parameter values 
output from the percussion pattern-detecting section are 
sequentially stored in the buffer area. 

[0080] FIG. 6 is a ?oWchart shoWing the operation of the 
electronic percussion instrument according to the fourth 
embodiment. 

[0081] In FIG. 6, Pdiff represents the parameter indicative 
of the displacement amount of a beat position, and a suf?x 
(i) attached to the parameter Pdiff is a variable representing 
a value of the parameter Pdiff. The suf?x value corresponds 
to a position of each parameter Pdiff value in the chrono 
logical sequence of the stored values. Further, the constant 
n represents a predetermined number of times of reference 
to the parameter Pdiff, and has to be a positive integer not 
less than 3. 

[0082] Processing executed in steps S500 to S540 is 
similar to that in the steps S100 to S140 in FIG. 3 except that 
the parameter value used for the processing is a parameter 
value Pdiff(i). 

[0083] If the ansWer to the question of the step S540 is 
af?rmative (YES), the process proceeds to a step S550, 
Wherein it is determined Whether or not the displacement 
amount of the beat position represented by the parameter 
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value Pdiff(i) is smaller than a predetermined value Pthr 
preset as a threshold value. If the ansWer to the question of 
the step S550 is af?rmative (YES), the process proceeds to 
a step S560, Wherein the value of the variable i is incre 
mented by 1, folloWed by the process returning to the step 
S540. On the other hand, if the ansWer to the question of the 
step S550 is negative (NO), the processing for non-roll 
performance is executed (steps S570 and S580). 

[0084] If the ansWer to the question of the step S540 is 
negative (NO), the processing for roll performance is 
executed (steps S590 and S600). 

[0085] In the above-described electronic percussion 
instrument according to the fourth embodiment, values of 
the parameter Pdiff indicative of the beat position displace 
ment amount are sequentially stored in the buffer area. 
During this operation, When a beat is applied to the drum pad 
1, n parameter Pdiff values, ie not less than three parameter 
Pdiff values including a neW parameter Pdiff value obtained 
from the beat are sequentially referred to in reverse chro 
nological order, and only When the beat position displace 
ment amounts indicated by the respective parameter Pdiff 
values referred to are smaller than the predetermined dis 
placement amount, a musical tone signal for roll perfor 
mance is generated. This method also makes it possible to 
detect percussion by roll performance With high accuracy. 

[0086] Next, a description Will be given of an electronic 
percussion instrument according to a ?fth embodiment of 
the present invention. 

[0087] As is distinct from the electronic percussion instru 
ments of the ?rst to fourth embodiments in Which Whether 
or not roll performance is being executed is determined 
based on only one of factors, such as a beat-to-beat time 
interval, beat intensity, or a beat position displacement 
amount, Which characteriZes the pattern of percussion, in the 
electronic percussion instrument according to the ?fth 
embodiment, Whether or not roll performance is being 
executed is determined by referring to a plurality of factors 
characteriZing the pattern of percussion. 

[0088] The electronic percussion instrument according to 
the ?fth embodiment is identical in hardWare con?guration 
to the electronic percussion instruments according to the ?rst 
to fourth embodiments. In the electronic percussion instru 
ment according to the ?fth embodiment, When a vibration 
detection signal is supplied from the drum pad 1, the 
percussion pattern-detecting section implemented by the 
CPU 5 detects both a beat-to-beat time interval and beat 
intensity from the vibration detection signal and outputs 
values of parameters Tdiff and Velo indicative of the 
detected beat-to-beat time interval and the beat intensity. 

[0089] FIG. 7 is a ?oWchart shoWing the operation of the 
electronic percussion instrument according to the ?fth 
embodiment. 

[0090] In FIG. 7, Tdiff(i) represents the same as in the 
?oWcharts in FIGS. 3 and 4, and Velo(i) represents the same 
as in the ?oWchart in FIG. 5. 

[0091] In the procedure shoWn in FIG. 7, the step S100 is 
replaced by steps S101 and S102. First, in the step S101, 
neW parameter values Tdiff(0) and Velo(0) are acquired from 
the percussion pattern-detecting section. In the next step 
S102, it is determined Whether or not the beat intensity 
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represented by the parameter value Velo(0) is smaller than 
the predetermined value Vthr preset as a threshold value. If 
the ansWer to the question of the step S102 is af?rmative 
(YES), the same processing as executed in the steps S110 et 
seq. in FIG. 3 is carried out. On the other hand, if the ansWer 
to the question of the step S102 is negative (NO), the 
program immediately proceeds to a step. S170, Wherein the 
processing for non-roll performance is executed (steps S170 
and S180). 

[0092] In the above-described electronic percussion 
instrument according to the ?fth embodiment, When the 
parameter value Velo(0) is acquired from the percussion 
pattern-detecting section, it is determined Whether or not the 
beat intensity indicated by the parameter value Velo(0) 
indicative thereof is smaller than the predetermined value, 
and if the beat intensity is not smaller than the predetermined 
value, the musical tone signal for non-roll performance is 
generated Without referring to beat-to-beat time intervals. 
Thus, even When a time interval from an immediately 
preceding beat is short, if the beat intensity higher than the 
predetermined level is detected, the musical tone signal for 
non-roll performance is generated, so that a percussion tone 
closer to that produced by a natural percussion instrument 
can be electronically produced. 

[0093] Next, a description Will be given of an electronic 
percussion instrument according to a sixth embodiment of 
the present invention. 

[0094] The electronic percussion instrument according to 
the sixth embodiment is different from the electronic per 
cussion instruments of the ?rst to ?fth embodiments in the 
folloWing points: 

[0095] Although in the electronic percussion instruments 
according to the ?rst to ?fth embodiments, the Waveform 
memory 6 stores tWo types of Waveform data different in 
frequency characteristics, in the electronic percussion instru 
ment according to the sixth embodiment, the Waveform 
memory 6 stores a plurality of Waveform banks. The Wave 
form banks are formed by sampling Waveform data of 
percussion tones by applying beats different in beat intensity 
a plurality of times per each degree of beat intensity, and 
compiling the sampled Waveform data into data groups for 
each substantially equal degree of beat intensity. In short, 
each of the Waveform banks stores a plurality of Waveform 
data analogous to each other in association With beats 
determined as equal in beat intensity to each other in beat 
density. Further, Waveform bank codes for identifying the 
respective Waveform banks are provided in association With 
the respective Waveform banks, and each of the Waveform 
data forming a Waveform bank is assigned a speci?c number. 

[0096] Further, although in the electronic percussion 
instruments according to the ?rst to ?fth embodiments, the 
tWo functional modules of the percussion pattern-detecting 
section and the Waveform data-determining section are 
logically realiZed, in the electronic percussion instrument 
according to the sixth embodiment, tWo functional modules 
of a percussion pattern-determining section and a sWitching 
controller are logically realiZed. NoW, a description Will be 
given of the roles of the tWo functional modules. First, When 
a beat detection signal is supplied from the vibration sensor 
11 of the drum pad 1, the percussion pattern-determining 
section determines the intensity of the beat applied to the 
percussion surface part 10, based on the beat detection 
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signal, and generates velocity data according to the deter 
mined beat intensity. The switching controller determines a 
Waveform bank corresponding to the beat intensity indicated 
by the velocity data, and outputs a Waveform bank code 
associated With the identi?ed Waveform bank, and a prede 
termined random numerical value to the tone generation 
controller 7 together With the velocity data and pad-on data 
for instructing the tone generation controller 7 to generate a 
musical tone corresponding to the beat applied to the drum 
pad 1. 

[0097] When the Waveform bank code, the random 
numerical value, the velocity data, and the pad-on data are 
supplied as a set to the tone generation controller 7, the tone 
generation controller 7 identi?es the Waveform bank asso 
ciated With the supplied Waveform bank code, from the 
Waveform banks stored in the Waveform memory 6. Then, 
the tone generation controller 7 reads out a Waveform code 
indicated by the supplied random numerical value, from a 
Waveform code group forming the identi?ed Waveform 
bank. Further, the tone generation controller 7 adds envelope 
Waveform data corresponding to the velocity data to the 
read-out Waveform data, to thereby generate a musical tone 
signal. The audio output section 8 outputs a musical tone 
synthesiZed based on this musical tone signal. 

[0098] FIG. 8 is a ?oWchart shoWing the operation of the 
electronic percussion instrument according to the siXth 
embodiment. 

[0099] Processing shoWn in FIG. 8 is started upon being 
triggered by supply of a beat detection signal from the drum 
pad 1 to the percussion pattern-determining section. When 
the beat detection signal is supplied, the percussion pattern 
determining section determines beat intensity based on the 
supplied beat detection signal, and generates velocity data 
according to the determined beat intensity in a step S810. 
Then, in a step S820, the sWitching controller identi?es a 
Waveform bank associated With the determined beat inten 
sity, and generates a Waveform bank code associated With 
the identi?ed Waveform bank. In the neXt step S830, a 
predetermined random numerical value is generated in 
accordance With a predetermined random number genera 
tion algorithm. In a step S840, the velocity data generated in 
the step S810, the Waveform bank code generated in the step 
S820, the random numerical value generated in the step 
S830, and the pad-on data are output as a set to the tone 
generation controller 7. The tone generation controller 7 
reads out Waveform data indicated by the random numerical 
value, from the Waveform bank associated With the Wave 
form bank code output from the sWitching controller, and 
generates a musical tone signal. This sequential processing 
is repeatedly carried out Whenever a neW beat detection 
signal is supplied. More speci?cally, in the electronic per 
cussion instrument according to the siXth embodiment, 
Whenever a neW beat detection signal is output from the 
vibration sensor 11, the sWitching controller generates the 
random numerical value and supplies the same to the tone 
generation controller 7 to thereby sWitch Waveform data to 
be read out from the associated Waveform bank by the tone 
generation controller 7. 

[0100] According to the above-described electronic per 
cussion instrument according to the siXth embodiment, the 
Waveform banks formed by sampling Waveform data of 
percussion tones by applying beats different in beat intensity 
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a plurality of times per each degree of beat intensity, and 
compiling the sampled Waveform data into data groups for 
each substantially equal degree of beat intensity are stored in 
the Waveform memory 6, and When a beat is applied to the 
drum pad 1, a musical tone is synthesiZed using Waveform 
data read out from a Waveform bank associated With the beat 
intensity of the beat. Thus, percussion tones very close to 
tones obtained When percussion is applied to a natural 
percussion instrument can be individually produced on a 
beat intensity-by-beat intensity basis. 

[0101] Further, Waveform data read out from each Wave 
form bank is identi?ed randomly by the random numerical 
value generated in accordance With the predetermined ran 
dom number generation algorithm. Therefore, even When 
beats equal in beat intensity are applied in succession With 
short strokes, musical tone signals are output Which are 
subtly different from beat to beat Without just the same 
musical tone signal being repeatedly output. Thus, even 
When beats substantially equal in beat intensity are consecu 
tively applied to the drum pad 1, it is possible to sound 
percussion tones giving no impression of monotony. 

[0102] The present invention is not limited to the above 
described embodiments, but various changes and modi?ca 
tions can be made. 

[0103] For eXample, although in the electronic percussion 
instruments according to the ?rst to ?fth embodiments, the 
Waveform memory 6 stores one type of Waveform data for 
roll performance and one type of Waveform data for non-roll 
performance, the Waveform memory 6 may store several 
types of Waveform data for roll performance, Which are 
different in characteristics. In such a variation, When it is 
determined that percussion for roll performance is applied, 
one type of Waveform data having characteristics closest to 
the pattern of the applied percussion is selected from the 
several types of Waveform data provided for roll perfor 
mance, and reproduced. 

[0104] Further, although each of the electronic percussion 
instruments according to the ?rst to ?fth embodiments is 
provided With a single drum pad, a plurality of drum pads 
may be provided. In such a variation, it is necessary to store 
pairs of Waveform data for roll performance and Waveform 
data for non-roll performance, in a number corresponding to 
the number of the drum pads, in the Waveform memory. 

[0105] Aprogram for realiZing the same functions as those 
of the percussion pattern-detecting section and the Wave 
form data-determining section may be installed on a per 
sonal computer provided With an interface for inputting a 
vibration detection signal and a tone generator for synthe 
siZing musical tones based on musical tone signals, to 
thereby cause the computer to perform the same operation as 
performed by each of the electronic percussion instruments 
according to the ?rst to ?fth embodiments. 

[0106] Further, although in the electronic percussion 
instruments according to the ?rst to ?fth embodiments, tWo 
types of Waveform data, ie the Waveform data for roll 
performance and the Waveform data for non-roll perfor 
mance are stored in advance in the Waveform memory 6, and 
one of the tWo types of Waveform data is selected according 
to the pattern of percussion applied to the percussion surface 
part 10 of the drum pad 1, this is not limitative, but only one 
type of Waveform data may be stored in the Waveform 
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memory 6, and When roll performance is selected, a musical 
tone signal obtained from the Waveform data may be sub 
jected to an effect-adding process or a ?ltering process so as 
to change the tone color. 

[0107] This variation of the electronic percussion instru 
ments according to the ?rst to ?fth embodiments can be 
de?ned by a conceptual description of the con?guration and 
operation thereof as folloWs: “An electronic percussion 
instrument comprising a Waveform data storage device that 
stores Waveform data of percussion tones, a performance 
operator having a percussion surface, a percussion pattern 
detecting device that detects a pattern of percussion applied 
to the percussion surface of the performance operator, and 
outputs a value of a parameter indicative of the detected 
pattern of percussion, a parameter storage device that stores 
values of the parameter, a storage control device that causes 
values of the parameter output from the percussion pattern 
detecting device to be sequentially stored in the parameter 
storage device in the order of output, a generation device 
that is operable When a neW value of the parameter is stored 
in the parameter storage device, to generate a musical tone 
signal based on Waveform data stored in the Waveform data 
storage device, and a processing device that determines, 
based on the stored neW value of the parameter and at least 
tWo values of the parameter stored before the neW value of 
the parameter Was stored, Whether or not the pattern of 
percussion applied to the percussion surface is for roll 
performance, and carries out predetermined processing on 
the generated musical tone signal When the percussion 
pattern is for roll performance”. 

[0108] Further, although in the electronic percussion 
instrument according to the siXth embodiment, the Wave 
form banks are formed by sampling Waveform data of 
percussion tones by applying beats different in beat intensity 
a plurality of times per each degree of beat intensity, and 
compiling the sampled Waveform data into data groups for 
each substantially equal degree of beat intensity, this is not 
limitative, but the Waveform banks may be formed by 
compiling a plurality of sampled Waveform data into data 
groups for each degree of another factor than the beat 
intensity, Which characteriZes the pattern of percussion. 

[0109] For eXample, Waveform data of percussion tones 
may be sampled by applying beats different in beat position 
a plurality of times per each beat position, and compiled into 
data groups for each substantially identical beat position, to 
form the Waveform banks. In the variation in Which the 
Waveform banks are thus con?gured, When a beat detection 
signal is supplied from the drum pad 1, the percussion 
pattern-determining section detects a parameter indicative of 
a beat position from the signal, and determines a Waveform 
bank to be selected from the Waveform memory 6, based on 
the detected parameter. Similarly, Waveform data of percus 
sion tones may be sampled by applying beats different in 
beat-to-beat interval a plurality of times per each beat-to 
beat interval, and compiled into data groups for each sub 
stantially equal beat-to-beat interval, to form the Waveform 
banks, or alternatively, Waveform data of percussion tones 
may be sampled by applying beats different in percussion 
surface contact time period a plurality of times per each 
percussion surface contact time period, and compiled into 
data groups for each substantially equal percussion surface 
contact time period, to form the Waveform banks. 
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[0110] Furthermore, Waveform data of percussion tones 
may be compiled based on a combination of a plurality of 
factors, such as beat intensity and a beat position, charac 
teriZing the pattern of percussion, to form the Waveform 
banks in multi-dimensional matriX form. In this type of 
variation, the percussion pattern-determining section detects 
a plurality of parameters eg indicative of the beat intensity 
and the beat position, from the beat detection signal, and 
determines a Waveform bank to be selected from the Wave 
form memory 6, based on a combination of percussion 
patterns indicated by the detected parameters. 

[0111] Although in the electronic percussion instrument 
according to the siXth embodiment, Whenever the beat 
detection signal is supplied, a random numerical value is 
generated, and Waveform data indicated by the generated 
random numerical value is read out from a Waveform bank, 
this is not limitative but a method may be employed in Which 
numbers assigned to respective Waveform data forming the 
Waveform banks are stored in association With a sequence of 
data reading operations to be carried out such that as the beat 
detection signal is supplied, Waveform data are sequentially 
read out. This type of variation also makes it possible to 
avoid repeated output of the same musical tone, thereby 
sounding percussion tones giving no impression of 
monotony. 

[0112] Aprogram for realiZing the same functions as those 
of the percussion pattern-determining section and the 
sWitching controller may be installed on a personal com 
puter provided With an interface for inputting beat detection 
signals and a tone generator for synthesiZing musical tones 
based on musical tone signals, to thereby cause the computer 
to perform the same operation as that of the electronic 
percussion instrument according to the siXth embodiment. 

[0113] This variation of the electronic percussion instru 
ment according to the siXth embodiment can be de?ned by 
a conceptual description of the con?guration and operation 
thereof as folloWs: “An electronic percussion instrument 
comprising a storage device that stores a plurality of Wave 
form data obtained by applying percussion to a percussion 
instrument, and stores a plurality of Waveform data analo 
gous to each other in association With beats determined as 
equal to each other, a performance operator that has a 
percussion surface, a detecting device that detects a beat 
applied to the percussion surface of the performance opera 
tor, and outputs a beat detection signal indicative of the 
detected beat, a determining device that determines a pattern 
of percussion based on the beat detection signal, a Waveform 
reading device that reads out Waveform data associated With 
the pattern determined by the determining device, from the 
storage device, and is operable When percussion of a certain 
pattern is detected, to read out Waveform data selected in 
accordance With a predetermined algorithm from a plurality 
of Waveform data associated With beats equal to each other, 
corresponding to the detected pattern, a musical tone-gen 
erating device that generates a musical tone signal based on 
the read-out Waveform data, and outputs the generated 
musical tone signal, and a sWitching control device that 
sWitches Waveform data to be read out by the Waveform 
reading device Whenever the beat detection signal is output.” 

[0114] It is to be understood that the object of the present 
invention may also be accomplished by supplying a com 
puter or a CPU With a program code of softWare, Which 
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realizes the functions of any of the above described embodi 
ments, and causing the computer or CPU to read out and 
execute the program code. 

[0115] The above program has only to realize the func 
tions of either of the above described embodiments on a 
computer, and the form of the program may be an object 
code, a program code executed by an interpreter, or script 
data supplied to an OS. 

[0116] Further, it is to be understood that the object of the 
present invention may also be accomplished by supplying a 
system or an apparatus With a storage medium in Which a 
program code of softWare, Which realiZes the functions of 
any of the above described embodiments is stored, and 
causing a computer (or CPU or MPU) of the system or 
apparatus to read out and execute the program code stored 
in the storage medium. 

[0117] In this case, the program code itself read from the 
storage medium realiZes the functions of any of the above 
described embodiments, and therefore the program code and 
the storage medium in Which the program code is stored 
constitute the present invention. 

[0118] Examples of the storage medium for supplying the 
program code include a ?oppy (registered trademark) disk, 
a hard disk, a magnetic-optical disk, a CD-ROM, a CD-R, 
a CD-RW, a DVD-ROM, a DVD-RAM, a DVD-RW, a 
DVD+RW, a magnetic tape, a nonvolatile memory card, and 
a ROM. Alternatively, the program may be doWnloaded 
from another computer, a database, or the like, not shoWn, 
connected to the Internet, a commercial netWork, a local area 
netWork, or the like. 

[0119] Further, it is to be understood that the functions of 
any of the above described embodiments may be accom 
plished not only by executing the program code read out by 
a computer, but also by causing an OS (operating system) or 
the like Which operates on the computer to perform a part or 
all of the actual operations based on instructions of the 
program code. 

[0120] Further, it is to be understood that the functions of 
any of the above described embodiments may be accom 
plished by Writing a program code read out from the storage 
medium into a memory provided on an expansion board 
inserted into a computer or a memory provided in an 
expansion unit connected to the computer and then causing 
a CPU or the like provided in the expansion board or the 
expansion unit to perform a part or all of the actual opera 
tions based on instructions of the program code. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic percussion instrument comprising: 

a Waveform data storage device that stores Waveform data 
of percussion tones to be output for roll performance 
and Waveform data of percussion tones to be output for 
non-roll performance; 

a performance operator that has a percussion surface; 

a percussion pattern-detecting device that detects a pattern 
of percussion applied to the percussion surface of said 
performance operator, and outputs a value of a param 
eter indicative of the detected pattern of percussion; 

a parameter storage device that stores values of the 
parameter; 
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a storage control device that causes values of the param 
eter output from said percussion pattern-detecting 
device to be sequentially stored in said parameter 
storage device in an order of output; 

a Waveform data-determining device that is operable 
When a neW value of the parameter is stored in said 
parameter storage device, to determine one of the tWo 
Waveform data stored in said Waveform data storage 
device according to at least tWo values of the parameter 
stored before the neW value of the parameter Was stored 
and the neW value of the parameter; and 

a musical tone signal output device that reads out the 
determined Waveform data from said Waveform data 
storage device, and outputs a musical tone signal gen 
erated based on the read-out Waveform data. 

2. An electronic percussion instrument as claimed in 
claim 1, Wherein the detected pattern of percussion is a 
beat-to-beat time interval, a degree of beat intensity, a 
displacement amount of a beat position on the percussion 
surface, or a combination of at least tWo thereof. 

3. An electronic percussion instrument as claimed in 
claim 1, Wherein said percussion pattern-detecting device is 
operable When a beat is applied to the percussion surface, to 
detect a time interval betWeen the beat and an immediately 
preceding beat as the pattern of percussion, and output a 
value of a parameter indicative of the detected time interval 
as the value of the parameter, and said Waveform data 
determining device is operable When a time interval indi 
cated by a neW value of the parameter stored in said 
parameter storage device and time intervals indicated by at 
least tWo values of the parameter stored before the neW value 
of the parameter Was stored are all shorter than a predeter 
mined value, to determine the Waveform data of percussion 
tones to be output for roll performance, from the tWo 
Waveform data stored in said Waveform data storage device. 

4. An electronic percussion instrument as claimed in 
claim 3, Wherein said percussion pattern-detecting device 
detects beat intensity of the beat applied to the percussion 
surface and the time interval, and outputs values of respec 
tive parameters indicative of the detected beat intensity and 
the detected time interval, and said Waveform data-deter 
mining device is operable When the time interval indicated 
by the neW value of the parameter indicative thereof stored 
in said parameter storage device and the time intervals 
indicated by the at least tWo values of the parameter indica 
tive thereof stored before the neW value of the parameter 
indicative thereof Was stored are all shorter than the prede 
termined value, and a degree of beat intensity indicated by 
a neW value of the parameter indicative thereof is smaller 
than a predetermined value, to determine the Waveform data 
of percussion tones to be output for roll performance. 

5. An electronic percussion instrument as claimed in 
claim 1, Wherein said percussion pattern-detecting device is 
operable When a beat is applied to the percussion surface, to 
detect a time interval betWeen the beat and an immediately 
preceding beat as the pattern of percussion, and output a 
value of a parameter indicative of the detected time interval 
as the value of the parameter, and said Waveform data 
determining device is operable When an average value of the 
time interval indicated by a neW value of the parameter 
indicative thereof stored in said parameter storage device 
and time intervals indicated by at least tWo values of the 
parameter indicative thereof stored before the neW value of 
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the parameter indicative thereof Was stored is smaller than a 
predetermined value, to determine the Waveform data of 
percussion tones to be output for roll performance, from the 
tWo Waveform data stored in said Waveform data storage 
device. 

6. An electronic percussion instrument as claimed in 
claim 5, Wherein said percussion pattern-detecting device 
detects beat intensity of the beat applied to the percussion 
surface and the time interval, and outputs values of respec 
tive parameters indicative of the detected beat intensity and 
the detected time interval, and said Waveform data-deter 
mining device is operable When the average value of the 
time interval indicated by the neW value of the parameter 
indicative thereof stored in said parameter storage device 
and the time intervals indicated by the at least tWo values of 
the parameter indicative thereof stored before the neW value 
of the parameter Was stored is smaller than the predeter 
mined value and a degree of beat intensity indicated by a 
neW value of the parameter indicative thereof is smaller than 
a predetermined value, to determine the Waveform data of 
percussion tones to be output for roll performance. 

7. An electronic percussion instrument as claimed in 
claim 1, Wherein said percussion pattern-detecting device is 
operable When a beat is applied to the percussion surface, to 
detect beat intensity of the beat as the pattern of percussion, 
and output a value of a parameter indicative of the detected 
beat intensity as the value of the parameter, and said 
Waveform data-determining device is operable When a 
degree of beat intensity indicated by a neW value of the 
parameter indicative thereof stored in said parameter storage 
device and degrees of beat intensity indicated by the at least 
tWo values of the parameter indicative thereof stored before 
the neW value of the parameter indicative thereof Was stored 
are all smaller than a predetermined value, to determine the 
Waveform data of percussion tones to be output for roll 
performance, from the tWo Waveform data stored in said 
Waveform data storage device. 

8. An electronic percussion instrument as claimed in 
claim 1, Wherein said percussion pattern-detecting device is 
operable When a beat is applied to the percussion surface, to 
detect a positional displacement amount betWeen a position 
Where the beat Was applied and a position Where an imme 
diately preceding beat Was applied, as the pattern of per 
cussion, and output a parameter indicative of the detected 
positional displacement amount, and said Waveform data 
determining device is operable When a positional displace 
ment amount indicated by a neW value of the parameter 
indicative thereof stored in said parameter storage device 
and positional displacement amounts indicated by at least 
tWo values of the parameter indicative thereof stored before 
the neW value of the parameter indicative thereof Was stored 
are all smaller than a predetermined value, to determine the 
Waveform data of percussion tones to be output for roll 
performance, from the tWo Waveform data stored in said 
Waveform data storage device. 

9. An electronic percussion instrument comprising: 

a storage device that stores a plurality of Waveform data 
obtained by applying percussion to a percussion instru 
ment, and stores a plurality of Waveform data analo 
gous to each other in association With beats determined 
as equal to each other; 

a performance operator that has a percussion surface; 
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a detecting device that detects a beat applied to the 
percussion surface of said performance operator, and 
outputs a beat detection signal indicative of the 
detected beat; 

a determining device that determines a pattern of percus 
sion based on the beat detection signal; 

a Waveform reading device that reads out Waveform data 
associated With the pattern determined by said deter 
mining device, from the storage device, said Waveform 
reading device being operable When percussion of a 
certain pattern is detected, to read out Waveform data 
selected in accordance With a predetermined algorithm 
from a plurality of Waveform data associated With beats 
equal to each other, corresponding to the detected 
pattern; 

a musical tone-generating device that generates a musical 
tone signal based on the read-out Waveform data, and 
outputs the generated musical tone signal; and 

a sWitching control device that sWitches Waveform data to 
be read out by said Waveform reading device Whenever 
the beat detection-signal is output. 

10. An electronic percussion instrument as claimed in 
claim 9, Wherein the detected pattern of percussion is beat 
intensity, a beat-to-beat time interval, a beat position on the 
percussion surface, a time period of contact With the per 
cussion surface, or a combination of at least tWo thereof. 

11. An electronic percussion instrument as claimed in 
claim 9, Wherein said sWitching control device generates a 
random number in accordance With a predetermined random 
number generation algorithm, and sWitches the Waveform 
data to be read out by said Waveform reading device, 
according to the generated random number. 

12. A program readable by a computer including a Wave 
form data storage device that stores Waveform data of 
percussion tones to be output for roll performance and 
Waveform data of percussion tones to be output for non-roll 
performance, an input device that inputs a parameter indica 
tive of a pattern of percussion applied to a percussion 
instrument, a parameter storage device that stores values of 
the parameter, and an output device that outputs a musical 
tone signal, comprising: 

a storage control module for causing values of the param 
eter input via the input device to be sequentially stored 
in the parameter storage device in an order of input; 

a Waveform data-determining module that is operable 
When a neW value of the parameter is stored in the 
parameter storage device, to determine one of the tWo 
Waveform data stored in the Waveform data storage 
device according to at least tWo values of the parameter 
stored before the neW value of the parameter Was stored 
and the neW value of the parameter; and 

an output module for reading out the determined Wave 
form data from the Waveform data storage device, and 
outputting a musical tone signal generated based on the 
read-out Waveform data. 

13. Aprogram readable by a computer including a storage 
device that stores a plurality of Waveform data obtained by 
applying percussion to a percussion instrument, and stores a 
plurality of Waveform data analogous to each other in 
association With beats determined as equal to each other, an 
input device that inputs a beat detection signal indicative of 
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a beat applied to a percussion instrument, and an output 
device that outputs a musical tone signal, comprising: 

associated With beats equal to each other, correspond 
ing to the detected pattern; 

a determining module for determining a pattern of per 
cussion based on the beat detection signal input via the 
input device; 

a Waveform reading module for reading out Waveform 
data associated With the pattern determined by said 
determining module, from the storage device, said 
Waveform reading module being operable When per 
cussion of a certain pattern is detected, to read out 
Waveform data selected in accordance With a predeter 
mined algorithm from a plurality of Waveform data 

a musical tone-generating module for generating the 
musical tone signal based on the read-out Waveform 
data, and outputs the generated musical tone signal via 
the output device; and 

a sWitching control module for sWitching Waveform data 
to be read out by said Waveform reading device When 
ever the beat detection signal is output. 


